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Leisuwash DG Touchfree Car Wash Machine Automatic

Washing without brushes poses a special challenge for a car wash. Leisuwash DG

equipped a multi-stage chemical and high-pressure system. Automatically detect various

types of vehicles and working with 35cm flushing distance and 100bar flushing pressure.

1. 100bar High Pressure Water. No Brush, No Scratch
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We don't need to worry about any damage to the car paint, because during the cleaning

process, except the cleaning fluid and high-pressure water, there is no brush contact with

vehicle body.

2. Multi-Stage Applicator and Chemical Application



A multi-stage applicator is used to apply different chemicals and therefore loosens a high

amount of dirt. Contour-following and lateral high pressure ensure that the vehicle

surface is cleaned thoroughly after the dirt has been loosened.

3. Leisuwash DG Flow-Optimized Drying System



Following the Leisuwash philosophy there is no great car wash without a great drying

system. Leisuwash DG flow-optimized drying system provide contour-following air drying

with accurately drying distance at 25cm.

4. SILENT-Drying System can Reduce 35% Noise and Energy Consumption



By optimizing the main body of the blower, the air flow loss is effectively reduced, with 16

KW of power, the premium dryer for DG ensures that cars are dry and customers are

satisfied.

Optional SILENT-drying system can reduce 35% noise and energy consumption, and suit

to more application places.

5. Wheel Clean: Bi-Directional Rotating Scrubbing



One of the most difficult areas of vehicles to clean are the wheels, Leisuwash DG takes

tire scrubbing to a new level. During the process, each tire receives a chemical

application and the wheel receives an intense bi-directional rotational scrubbing,

combined with high-pressure water flow. There are multiple cleaning technologies in play

to meet even the most demanding consumer needs.

6. Overglow Lava Foam and Water Wax Coating

Leisuwash DG also provide more value-added functions, such as overglow lava foam,

the light show will attract drivers off street and into your wash bay. Soft wax coating

makes every car wash becomes a car care and maintenance, and surely will bring more

return customers for you.

7. Leisuwash DG Premium Quality

The excellent production process is the basis for ensuring the long life of the equipment.

each component is made after repeated testing and careful design in the laboratory. Each



component has excellent quality and good performance.

Keep improving and pursue zero-fault quality goats. Leisuwash is your trust worthy

partner.

8. Intelligent Contour-Following Touch Free Car Wash

High quality 3 years warranty

Details show our professional



Our suppliers are from leading companies in the world, reliable technology and quality

are the guarantee of your trust!

Leisuwash High Quality



Even a small screw, spring washer, flat washer, key pin, snap ring eto are all made of 304

stainless steel.

9. Leisuwash DG Technical Parameters

10. Leisuwash DG Car Wash Machine Dimension Diagram



11. Leisuwash DG Car Washing Machine 3D Drawing



12. Leisuwash DG Video

https://youtu.be/xpQgowONjAI

https://youtu.be/tFcMuQUY6rU
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